
Truth for the 28th of September-- 
A project for reconstructing the truth  
 
Some comments on anti-terrorist policies to the bill committee of council  
 
Activities of known, dayd, criminal terrorist could be eradicated through different 
types of sanctions--but not when it’s “legal”. 
 
Some known countries in the world are recognised as “bogue” when it comes to their 
human rights abuse and worldwide humiliation, or “state- 
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sponsored to be clear. 
 
If you shall name a country for that, North Korea must be one of them - where “ALL 
of human beings and civilizations” become its hostage; and it’s in their law! 
 
On the other hand, some of historical terrorists repealed their nature from such 
criminal; since some of you didn’t know that most of legitimate and positive political 
organisations related to South Africa were listed in a place you would never believe -  
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designated terrorist groups. 
 
If such troubles were ongoing in present, it would frustrate what you know and see 
about race equality activists. Nelson Mandela, whom most of you admire and 
renowned in the history, would become a notorious head of terrorist whose fame 
would never be resumed for the next half-a-century. 
 
One with sufficient sympathy shall easily name the source of terrorism - it’s 
oppression. As for all groups of terrorists we know--except 
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DAESHEA - their accumulated wrath and wound of tortures with years without 
proper responses would inevitably end up in worldwide deadly violence in order to 
have it noticed and dealt. Even liberalist’s movements require those violent behaviors 
to cooperate for their common goal! 
 
And if you cannot recall any of it, here they are: Ireland Republican Army, East 
Turkish, FSLN, and any other that we didn’t name - or will be named soon. Will you 
be the next of them?  
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We, in no sense, expect any life loss of innocent civilians; hence we may have to 
make it stopped before “it” requires any sort of massive violence. Never be in 
awkward stand if “it” reads Hong Kong Independence Camps - or “indy” in short. 
 
Arms will become the only weapon to retrieve anything we possessed, we are entitled, 
what we will lost soon. And those who’ll be in them range from right-wing localists, 
to the most of left-wing liberalists - including ones who spent two and a half months 
under the umbrellas 
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On Motorway 4. 
 
When oppression becomes fact, resistance becomes one’s duty. The source of 
sentiment - and the source of sentiment only - is the decisive key to the prevention of 
major terrorist activitists. 
 
Any sanctions against, any security measures in advance, are only interim cures to the 
fight on terror; absolute armistices, persuasive agreements, or total eradications, of 
dictatorships and humanity abuses, are those 
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which would work indeed. Kill them, before they kill you. 
 
As a part of our dedication, please help us name a group of people who-- 
 
- placed considerable number of Improvised Explosive Devices on the streets in 

Hong Kong 
 
- killed 2 children (and more) with weapons I mentioned above 
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- brutally killed a renounced anti-communist radio announcer straight at his 

dwelling (known as Room C of 18-th Floor) 
 
- unfold armfires with border guards at the same time 
 
- vandalised must of priceless Classical Literatures, Artifacts and Heritages which 

are reknowned for their influence on human civilisations and development of 
common philosophy (where number of pieces destroyed are times over the 
preceding 1000 years 
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- lynch innocent people against - and later WITH - them, victims numbered from 2 

million people or more. 
 
- nowadays attempts to deny and nullify the fact mentioned above, with opposition 

parties continued to be tortured 
 
The answer looks so clear… but don’t speak it out loud as he’s now watching you. If 
you don’t want a free ride on a “salon vessel” to the elsewhere in the world, keep it 
secret. The answer of it is quite simple - as long as  
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You believe in humanity, a universal value of basic rights, by the border lines. 
 
UN is an international congress set up 70 years ago. As the situation of political 
powers has changed greatly for these years, it is about to consider whether a major 
reform of existing structure of united nations. As we see, the massive buden of major 
powers become obstacles of maintaining security of human society. At the same time, 
UN has a tendency on addictive on using soly sanctions for sentences on bogue states. 
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If the UN keeps failed in their duty and responsibility of world peace, please consider 
whether the membership is a must for the participation of global society. 
 
Hong Kong itself is not a sovereign state, nor it is a member-in-full of the United 
Nations.  However, as a part of China, we urge the greatest country we’re belong to, 
to initiate the total reform of human-level congress. 
 
Ignatio Rodni 
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Cultural Editor of “truth for the 28th of September” 
 
TRUTH will never be vanished 
But life will- 
 
Eradicate Marxists who messed the world um! 
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